Request for the Field Equipment for Samping in Neotropical Mountain Streams
URC Research Equipment Grant
*Windsor Aguirre, Biology*

The Daughters of Kenya Oral Histories
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Marisa Alicea, School for New Learning*

Professional Development: Linklater Voice
QIC Competitive Instructional Grant
*Claudia Anderson, Voice and Speech*

Assessing Gains in Proficiency in Spontaneous Oral Production as a Consequence of VLI in L2 Classes
QIC Departmental Initiative Grant
*Carolina Berrera-Tobon, Modern Languagues*

Historical Explorations of Literature, WWI
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Eugene Beiriger, History*

Introduction to Transmedia Storytelling
QIC: Summer Stipend
*Paul Booth, Media and Cinema Studies*

Multiple Approaches to Stenotrophomonas Maltophilia
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Joanna Brooke, Biology*

Fostering Student Voice; A Case Study of the Impact of Action Civics
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Hilary Conklin, Teacher Education*

Quiver Film Festival Funding
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Shayna Connelly, School of Cinematic Arts*

Functional Analysis of the Transmembrane and Cytoplasmic Domains of the Herpesvirus Fusion Protein
URC Competitive Research Grant
Sarah Connolly, Health Sciences
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The Role of APOE in Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Eiron Cudaback, Health Sciences*

Book Indexing: Gender and Gentrification, and Just Green Enough
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Winifred Curran, Geography*

Enhancing Executive Coaching with Motivational Interviewing
QIC Summer Stipend
*David Drehmer, Management*

Fault Lines
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Patrice Egleston, Movement*

Narratives of Survivors of Torture
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Christopher Einolf, School of Public Service*

Shifting Health Inequalities Through Social Action
QIC Collaborative Instruction Fellow
*Maria Joy Ferrera, Social Work*

Art History Module for Granville Reading and Arts Program
PSC Service Learning Instructional Grant
*Joanna Gardner-Huggett*

Human Rights and Cultural Heritage: A New Paradigm
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Patty Gerstenblith, Law*

Painting and History
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Matthew Girson, Art, Media, and Design*

Big Data Methods in Psychology
QIC Summer Stipend
*Pablo Gomez, Psychology*

Climate Change Communication
QIC Summer Stipend
*Jill Hopke, Journalism*
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Developing Global Health in the Department of Health Sciences
QIC Summer Stipend
Jessica Jerome, Health Sciences

Harry Potter in the UK
QIC Global Engagement Grant
Rebecca Johns-Trissler, English

Life Cycle Assessment in the ENV Curriculum
QIC Competitive Instructional Grant
Christie Klimas, Environmental Science

Sex Differences in the Response to Repeat Subconcussive Events
URC Competitive Research Grant
Dorothy Kozlowski, Biology

Spatial and Temporal Variation in Soil Nutrients, and Impacts on Plant Reproduction
URC Competitive Research Grant
Jalene LaMontagne, Biology

The Evolution of Proportion in the Sacred Architecture of Sigurd
URC Competitive Research Grant
Nathan Matteson, CDM School of Design

Catechisms and Women’s Writing in Seventeenth-Century England
URC Competitive Research Grant
Paula McQuade, English

Hamlet in Poland; Histories in Prague
URC Global Engagement Grant
Jeffrey Mills, Movement

Grand Band Show – International Orchestra Festival
URC Competitive Research Grant
Erica Neidlinger, Performance

Moot Court Competition Course
QIC Competitive Instructional Grant
Martha Pagliari, Law

A Cinematic Presentation of Ecstatic Evidences from the Camino de Santiago
URC Competitive Research Grant
Greg Scott, Sociology
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Setting up International Internships for the Refugee and Forced Migration Program
PSC Global Engagement Grant
*Shailja Sharma, International Studies*

Subterranean Politics: Mining and Resistance in Central America
URC Competitive Research Grant
*Rose Spalding, Political Science*

Parasitology and Behavior: An Integrative Course for Science Majors
QIC Summer Stipend
*Timothy Sparkes, Biology*

Development of an Undergraduate Course and Lab Sequence in Polymer Science
QIC Summer Stipend
*Paul Vadola, Chemistry*

The Improvement of Audit Analytics Course Design and Student Projects
QIC Global Engagement Grant
*Tawei Wang, Accounting and MIS*